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Dear CHIMIA readers,
Together with my colleagues of the Editorial Board I wish
you all the best and much success and happiness in 2016.
2015 was Prof. Paul J. Dyson’s (EPF Lausanne) first, very
successful, year as Editor-in-Chief. His term will end in 2017 and
the CHIMIA Editorial Board is currently looking for a successor
who wants to take over this position as of 2018.
After a total of 11 years of service, Jérôme Lacour (University of Geneva) left the Editorial Board at the end of 2015. He
had been a board member since 2005 and Editor-in-Chief from
2011 to 2014. I thank him – personally, and on behalf of my colleagues on the board – for all his efforts involved in the successful
realization of the scientific program and the implementation of
new ideas.
Another two members of the editorial board were replaced:
Prof. Karl-Heinz Ernst (Empa Dübendorf) and Dr. Peter Maienfisch (Syngenta). I thank Prof. Ernst for his six years as CHIMIA’s news editor and Dr. Maienfisch for his more than 16 years
in the difficult advertisement field.
We are happy to welcome Prof. Jürgen Stohner (ZHAW
Wädenswil) as Karl-Heinz Ernst’s successor. Because of planned
rearrangement of content, see below, he will collaborate much
more closely with the SCS head office than his predecessors and
will also receive adequate support.
Dr. Sarah Sulzer-Mosse (Syngenta) will succeed Peter
Maienfisch. We are happy that this position is again occupied
by a person from industry. Peter Maienfisch kindly offered to
continue until his successor returns from her maternity leave for
which we are very grateful. He became Honorary Professor at
the East China University of Science and Technology where as
guest professor he will give a series of lectures. We wish him all
the best for this new challenge.
CHIMIA will partially reorganize its news section. Information and news will no longer be organized according to its source
(SCNAT, SCS, Divisions) but instead according to its topic
(news, honors, events, general information from and to the community). To this end we will intensify our collaboration with the
SCS head office. Jürgen Stohner and David Spichiger will jointly
feed this section.
The planned content in 2016 again is composed of topical
issues and contributions from the Swiss Chemical Society and
its Divisions. This year’s issues will again be organized and supervised by recognized specialists, and it is with great pleasure
that I thank them for their demanding voluntary work that is so
important for us. We all hope that you will enjoy reading the
CHIMIA issues of 2016.
Roland W. Kunz, Chairman

Contents 2016
1/2 The French Connection – (Frédéric Leroux, Université de
Strasbourg)
3
Physical Organic Chemistry – (Bernd Giese, University of
Fribourg)
4
Laureates: Junior Prizes, SCS Fall Meeting 2015 (Sandrine
Gerber, EPF Lausanne)
5
Food Authenticity and Adulteration – (Pius Kölbener,

Cantonal Chemist SG, President SFSM and Stefan Bieri,
Deputy cantonal chemist VD)
6
NCCR Molecular Systems Engineering – (Thomas Ward,
University of Basel)
7/8 Laureates: Major Awards Fall Meeting 2015 (Paul J. Dyson,
EPF Lausanne) and SCS Fall Meeting 2016 (Hans Peter
Lüthi, ETH Zürich)
9
ILMAC 2016 & DIAC – (Bernhard Urwyler, Syngenta and
President DIAC)
10 Malaria Vector Control – (Peter Maienfisch, Syngenta)
11 New Faculty in Switzerland – (Paul J. Dyson, EPF Lausanne)
12 Life Science in Switzerland – (Anna Brandenburg, LS2 Life
Science Switzerland)
On-Line Availability
CHIMIA is electronically available at http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/scs/chimia. SCS members have free access
to this on-line version as part of their membership. To register for
electronic access as a personal member or subscriber, please follow the steps described in www.scg.ch → Services → Subscription → Guidelines for Personal Subscription
Subscription and membership entitles access to all electronic
articles from 1990 onwards, as well as any additional back volume when it becomes available.
Institutional subscriptions are per site, where a site is defined
as “all terminals and workstations owned and controlled by the
subscriber in a single, geographically contiguous office building
or complex or campus location within the same city or agglomeration”. International companies with distributed R&D sites are
treated as consortia and qualify for a discount of 50% for additional sites with electronic access. For companies that are members of the Swiss Chemical Society, the first site is free (included
in the membership).
Open Access Publishing
CHIMIA allows authors to post their own published articles
in the internet under some obligations. Posting is only allowed
on the author’s personal website and/or in non-profit and noncommercial repositories of the author’s institution and/or funding-body. The publisher’s version of the PDF must be used.
These PDF documents are available from Ingenta – for members
of the Swiss Chemical Society free of charge. Contrary to our
past policy, authors may post their articles as soon as the official
electronic versions become available on IngentaConnect, free of
charge for SCS members.
Plagiarism
CHIMIA is using ‘CrossCheck powered by iThenticate’, a
CrossRef service to its members. Being CrossCheck-enabled
allows us to detect plagiarism, an intellectual misconduct that
cannot be tolerated by any scientific journal. CHIMIA will take
appropriate action if we become aware of such dishonest conduct
and theft of intellectual property. We must clearly state that it is
not a journal’s primary task to detect misconduct, but it is the
authors’ responsibility not to become involved in such immodest
action. The authors are and will remain responsible for ensuring
that sources are clearly marked and correctly cited.

